Recommended seating combinations
for the active wheelchair user

onesolution.

What is onesolution?
It’s about changing a mindset and ensuring that when we
think about a wheelchair, we also think about the seating,
the back support and other accessories.
So, it’s time to bring together some of the very
best of our brands in wheelchairs and seating
systems to create winning combinations that
promise to take an active wheelchair user into
an unlimited world.

We offer a wide portfolio of mobility and seating
options. In this brochure we are featuring the
most premium and advanced active wheelchair
combinations as recommended by leading
therapists and experts. Now you can browse,
order and receive delivery of these combinations
as one complete solution.
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wheelchairs for the active user

Recommended back supports

Our chairs are customisable and designed to meet the users’
individual needs. Built by experts, designed with passion and
produced with cutting-edge technology.

Rigid back supports, are a key component to preventing postural
deformities and can offer active users far more functionality in
their wheelchair than the standard canvas.

Most attractive carbon fibre
back support for ultimate
freedom and performance whilst
not weighing the chair down.

Award-winning, offering
maximum postural support,
pressure relief and exceptional
microclimate control.

Recommended cushions
We offer a wide range of wheelchair cushions
for comfort, pressure relief and positioning.

Award-winning, offering
superior balance and stability
in the wheelchair together with
exceptional pressure relief.

Super lightweight and
breathable offering
advanced pressure relief
and easy transfers.

Recommended accessories
Pelvic positioning belt not to be mistaken for a seat belt!
Core stability is fundamental to optimising user function and mobility.
Using a pelvic positioning belt secures the pelvis for more stability,
enhancing upper body control. Our belts are cutting-edge and an
evolution in hip belts.

Evoflex
With unique stiffened straps that stay upright, preventing it getting
trapped in the wheels and pivots out of the way for smooth transfers.
Fundamental for optimising body function and allowing users to feel
“at one” with their chair. The Evoflex pelvic positioning belt is unlike
any other, with unique stiffened straps that stay upright, preventing
it getting trapped in the wheels. What’s more, it conveniently pivots
out of the way when not in use allowing for smooth transfers.
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My onesolution.
“What I think everyone needs to know is that you can have
a beautiful wheelchair, but your back support and cushion are
details that really matter. The combination of my Matrx MX2
back, Matrx cushion and Küschall chair, all from Invacare, has
allowed me to fulfil my potential. This one solution has been
life changing for me.”

Catarina Oliveira
Onesolution ambassador
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oneorder.
A simplified ordering process allows you to order your
complete solution in one order. With an increased product range
to choose from and more configuration possibilities, ordering your
wheelchair, seating systems and accessories has never been easier.

onedelivery.
Now delivered as one with mounting hardware and
pelvic positioning belts pre-installed ensuring your complete
solution is ready for use and to unlimit your world.
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